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I?îT!ÎOI)UC:iON 

In recent years there hr.ve  been a number of changes in 

the relative importance of some sugar producing countries. 

A number of industries h: ve experienced declining Pro- 

duction, while others, eaoecially Brazil and Thailand, 

have expanded production rapidly. These changes reflect 

to some extent the relative success with which technologies 

in these countri.es have adapted to changes in the economic 

and social conditions prevailing in their domestic economies. 

The Australian sugar industry has adapted relatively 

successfully to changes in its operating environment. Fajor 

technical changes have been made. This paper examines the 

broad implications of some of these major changes. The 

Australian industry is now based on independently operated 

family canefarms. The change from a plantation basis of 

production has a number of important ramifications, these 

are outlined in this paper.  In order to meet the combined 

effects of declining real prices of sugar, increasing wa^e 

levels, and increasing scarcity of seasonal labour it has 

been necessary to expand the scale of industry operations 

and to rely on mechanization. The implication of this chance 
•realeo examined. 

Finally the paper surveys in greater detail the 

implications of some of the specific aspects of technology 

used in Australia. Problems related to the introduction 

of cane burning and to the mechanical harvesting of cane 
are discussed. 



I    THE CANEFARMING BASIS OP PRODUCTION 

The initial technical development of sugar production 
in Australia was influenced by techniques used in the West 
Indies.    Production was in small mills with cane supplied 
mainly from factory owned plantations.    The conversion to 
canefarming as a basis of cane supply was a deliberate 
policy to foster settlement in areas which were undeveloped 
and where other cropping opportunities were limited.    The 
establishment of an independent canefarmer basis of pro- 
duction required specific measures of encouragement.    The 
measures adopted included 

.    protection of the domestic market 

.    domestic sugar price determination on the 
basis of farm cost of production. 

.    establishment of research and extension services 
and .    legislation to protect the interests of cane- 

farmers and to provide for the necessary 
integration of the agricultural process and 
the industrial process of sugar milling. 

Settlement was also encouraged by the establishment 
of government owned sugar mills.    These mills were later 
converted to grower co-operatives.    The farms first 
established were small, usually with between 4 and 8 
hectares under cane.    Labour intensive methods of field 
cultivation and harvesting were used. 

The decision to encourage canefarming has had the 
desired impact on regional development.    Most of the settle- 
ment of north eastern o o as tal Australia is the result of 
canefarming and sugar manufacturing activities.    This area 
is now one of the most decentrali ted areas of the oontinent. 
It is interesting to note that the development of towns 
providing servies to the sugar industry has been most 
euocessful whers mors than ons sugar mill has been established 
in an arsa.    Those isolated canegrowing arefswhere the 
establishment of only ons mill has occurred have not pro- 



vided a sufficient basis for the establishment of a town of 
•ore than a few hundred persons.     The experience has been 
that,  for the development of regional industry based on the 
requirement of sugar producers,  a canegrowing area of at 
least 20,000 to 30,000 hectares is required. 

Canefarming has advantages in providing settlement and 
promoting equality in the distribution of land.    As an 
alternative to factory owned estates however,  this method 
of production may suffer major drawbacks.    Firstly,  it is 
potentially a higher cost operation if land utilization or 
yields of cane are lower than those achieved under estate 
conditions.     Secondly it may be difficult to achieve the 
degree of integration between canefarming and sugar manu- 
facture whioh is required if a low-cost structure is to be 
maintained.    Because of the limitations to storage and to 
the long distance transport of cane, factory viability and 
performance may be impaired if independent farms do not pro- 
vide a consistent supply of millable quality cane.    The 
factory also effects the profitability of farming as its 
operation may determine the price paid for cane, the method 
of harvesting cane and the length of the milling season. 

Under Australian conditions it has been possible to 
maintain can« farm yields by providing for th« licencing of 
canegrowing land and by establishing production incentives. 
There are also well developed district extension services 
to provide assistance to farmers.    Canegrowing has been 
maintained am a profitable agricultural persuit by controls 
over marketing and by limiting th« «ntry of persons to the 
industry.    Comparisons between th« yields on the f«w «states 
now operated«    and oanefarmar yields would indicate that 
eanefarmer yields are now equivalent to those achieved under 

*Ietate production now constitutes less than 5# of 
Australian cane production. 

>à 



large scale estate conditions. 

Solution of the second problem of providing integration 
in an industry "based on farms requires a high degree of con- 
trol to be exercised over the activities of farmers.    This 
control may be vested in the factory.     It is the Australian 
experience however, that the controls required to provide a 
consistent  supply of high quality  enne to mills are best 
exercised by an  independent authority on which the views 
of canefarmers and mill owners are represented.     It  is be- 
lieved that the  principles used  in providing this control 
are essentiel for the  successful  establishment of cane- 
farming.    The principles eve also  important in determining 
the technology of production. 

Control over canefarming and  the  implications of the 
controls as they exist in Austre.ua are considered here 
under the  sub-heacings 

.    Methods to ensure a regular cane eupply 

.    Methods to determine the  price of cane 

.    Methods to ensure the suitability of the 
cane supply for milling. 

Methods to Ensure the Cane Supply 

Depending on the method of sugar manufacture used, 
normally between 40'/ and 60y& of factory operating costs 
(excluding the cost of cane purchases) are attributable 
to overhead expenses.    These costs can be minimized by 
ensuring that there is a consistent seasonal and daily 
supply of cane.    This consistency is provided in Queens- 
land, where most Australian sugar is produced, by providing 
for penalties on farmers who fail to fill delivery quotas 
or who fail to grow cane on their licenced area.    These 
penalties include   the reduction of the farm quota or 
reduction of the licenced cane area on the farm.    By 
exercising institutional control over both the area of 



lana used to grow cane and the farm production quota it is 

possible to influence the intensity of cane cultivation. 

Factors including the yield of cane, length of ratooning 

practiced and crop rotation are influenced in this way. 

The Queensland experience would indicate that it is desirable 
to control also 

the entry of absentee land owners. 

. the sub-division of farms to ensure that 
they remain of sufficient size to maintain 
a family. 

. the land used for canegrowing and the use 
of designated canegrowing land for other 
purposes. 

and . the sale of cane to mills by other than 
licenced canegrowers. 

Methods to Determine the Price of Cane 

A major influence on the technology of cane production 

and milling is the price of cane. The determination of 

oane price for farmers cannot normally be left to market 

forces because of the monopoly power of mills. The equipment 

which is economic to use in mills will be determined by the 

relative price of cane compared to the value of sugar pro- 

duced. The level of sugar recovery, which is determined 

mainly by the capital intensity of milling, will be highest 

where the cost of cane relative to the price of sugar is 
highest. 

There are a wide variety of methods used throughout the 

world to determine the price of cane, the simplest method 

being to pay a fixed proportion of the sugar manufactured 

or a fixed price per tonne to growers with all growers re- 

ceiving the same price. The system used to pay for cane in 

Queensland provides that the long term average price of cane 

ie sufficient to cover oane production costa (defined to 

include an imputed wage for the farmer) and is sufficient 

to provide the same percentage return on farm assets 

as are earned on mill assets. 



assets include land used for canegrowlng. This method of 

establishing average price does have the drawback that it 

is necessary to periodically conduct sample surveys to 

establish production costs of the industry but it has the 

advantage of equitably distributing sugar proceeds. The 

basis of payment ensures that the benefits of technical 

progress or of higher sugar prices are shared. 

A supplementary and equally important aspect of price 

is that payment to individual growers is made on the sugar 

content, assessed by simple methods, of the grower's delivery, 

The oane payment scale provides an incentive to the grower to 

improve the sugar content of his delivery. The scale also 

incorporates an incentive for the mill to increase the level 

of sugar recovery from the cane. These incentives explain 

why the cane t  sugar ratio for the whole of Australia is 
normally between 7.5 : 1 and 7 i 1. The emphasis given to 
the sugar content influences 

• varieties used - upright canes, less prone to 
lodge are preferred 

. fertiliser applications - nitrogen applications 
are limited to about 160 kg./hectare 

. pre crushing cane preparation - fine preparation 
is a standard milling practice. 

. the length of the crushing season - this is 
normally about 23 weeks. 

By providing a basis for cane payment which provides 

an incentive on recovery of sugar from oane, losses of 

sugar in molasses, bagasse and mud are minimised by 

Australian factories. Sugar losses for the above reasons 

•eidos ezoeed 7* of the sugar delivered in the oane. 

Methods to Insure the Suitability of the Oane 
Supply for milling. 

The use of oanefarming also necessitates oontrol of 

other quality aspeets of the oane supply. Restrictions 
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vlnotd on Queensland ¡Prowers which limit 

the selection of cane variety. 
.     the minimum supar content of cane sold for 

milling. 

.     the extraneous matter content  of deliveries, 
and   .     the staleness of the enne supplied. 

These controls are important to ensure profitable 
milling operations. 

In summary then the Australian experience is that 
c-nefarminß c&n Provide P. satisfactory alternative to 
plantation cane production.    It does provide benefits in 
promoting regional development.    Provided  th;t n eptiF- 
fect^ry '.e-ree of i-v-cpo ido;-vt control can be exercised over 
ennefarmero the problems  of integrating farming r.aö na^r 
milling can be overcome. " 
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II IîTCREASIïïC opjJTiATIÎTG 3C/.T." A,TT' TTCT-î-HTTATirT 

î'ost sugar industries, both those catering for domestic 

requirements .o.nd those with export markets, have experienced 

a long tern decline in the r>rico of r-u¿rr rela-ive to 

dornet.-Lie coots.  Those pressures h v*  been experienced by 

the Australian indue, try and have been met by increasing 'Jhe 

«scale of operations and "o'j  decreasing the labour ucee! p o l'- 

unit of out out.  The inerente in tht size of the domestic 

market ii Australia has been limited to n.  rate of ^rjv/tli 

of ob nit ° percent annually. Due to the clov: domestic 

growth it h'.-s been accoccar;.' to j 'icre-,r:ii-lv rely on export 

ncrketinc of production.  Some cnnll increases in se-le have 

also been achieved by reducine the number of mills and growers 

in the industry, but this alternative defeats the settlement 

benefits nrovided by sugar production. 

The decision.to export, combined with the requirement 

to handle bulk sugar, and the need to secure consisteat 

prices under long term arrangements does limit the techno- 

logical choice available to the industry.  In particular the 

quality, and consistency of quality, of sugar produced influence 

the techniques of milling and to some extent techniques of 

field production and. harvesting are effected. 

The expansion of the scale of production has been 

tohieved without increasing the amount of labour employed. 

In fact, the introduction of mechanization in harvesting 

has reduced seasonal labour requirements of the industry. 

The mechanization developed has enabled output per person 

engaged in sugar production*to increase from about 15 tonnes 

of sugar in 1930 to the present production of about 150 tonnes 
of sugar per man. 

* ineluding fanaers, harvesting; and transport operators 
and mill employees. 

*- -- 
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The process of mechanization has enabled the wage rate 

far workers and the returns to farmers to increase at approxi- 

mately the eeme rate as living standards have improved in the 

rest of the community. In this way nsrity has been main- 

tained "between the sugar industry and other industrial sectors 

of the economy. 

Changes in social conditions led to the contraction of 

the supply of seasonally available labour. Mechanized 

harvesting has overcome this problem and has led to the 

stabilization of the populstion of the ougrr districts, 

throughout the -^ear. The introduction of nechn.nization has 

contributed to the decline of the permanent copulation of 

Rome of the smaller townchips in sugp.r districts. The larger 

centrée 'irve been advent aged cid have developed cucii 

cii^naoring, manufacturing and repair industries to cater for 

machine operation, "on? of there fims now supply other 

loc^l industries ind export markets. 

L^rge se-le mill log is ec3o;itir.lly z  celf-contained 

process without the linkages which canegrowing provideo for 

loc?.l i idus trial development. The canegrowing communities 

have benefited however fro.-r. the labour training functions 

which the mill provides. !Tany of the skilled men in small 

businesses in canegrowing districts served their mechanics, 

boiler me.kers, fitters or carpenters apprenticeships with 

the local sugor mill. 

The basic lesson learned duriig the process of field 

mechanization has been that it is virtually impossible to 

Introduce some cane impllments from overseas sugar industries. 

With the exception of land preparation equipment all imple- 

ments used in Australia cane production have been developed 

to meet local conditions. A number of machines have been 

imported from overseas but these have usually required 

substantial modification or have been unsuitable for use. 
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This has also been the experience with noct harvesting 

equipment imported. The need to flevelon couionierit suit." bin 

for local conditions has played o larre part in supoortin/- 

local engineering finis. T oat of the eouipinent develo oran at 

his been by cane farmers working either in their fern wor'c.ihoT) 

or in association with a .ocal nn^iieerin^ firm. 

It is important to note that the introduction of 

mechanization has been a nroceos of gradual evolution where 

mechanization of one part of the production orocess has 

either required or facilitated mechanisation of another 

$       aspect. The process has been relatively slow, with machinery 

changing as conditions have changed. Por example the 

evolution of the currently used trash cane Planters, which 

enable 3 men to treat setts, plant and fertilize up to 10 

hectares a day, has taken a period of 25 years. Initially 

planters, which provide the basic design of the present 

maohine, required a larger labour force and had a planting 

capacity of less than one-third of the latest machine. 

The rate of growth of the size of machines has recently 

been faster than increases in farm size. This change has 

been largely met by increasing the amount of contracting 

with machinery that is undertaken either by canefärmere or 

by other local residents.  While machinery sharing and 

co-operative ownership of the larger scale machinery is 

practiced to a limited extent ,the use of contracting is a 

more popular means of utilizing machinery where purchase 

of the machine by an individual farmer le not justified. 

Contract cane planting, fertilizing and harvesting is now 

oommon in moat districts. The system works well and reduote 

potential disputes between joint owners of machines as to 

their operating rights. 

While mechanization has provided toonomio benefit« in 

the high oost labour environment, the introduction of 

mechanization in some district! has reduoed the amount of 
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land available for canegrowing.    A number of farms on steep 
slopes and on stony ground have been retired from production 
since mechanized techninues have replaced manual methods. 
In some areas the economic viability of  the mill has been 
placed in jeopardy for this reason.    The requirement for 
long rows of cane and for wide,  safe    headlands has also 
dictated the need for higher capital investment  in earth- 

¿r moving and drainage on many cane farms. 

Finally in coneidering the impact  of field mechanization 
it would be difficult  to ar^ue that mechanized techniques 
per se have resulted in higher yields  of cane or increased 
sugar output.    There have been eome minor benefits by pro- 
viding more timely cultivation,  however if a large well 
organized labour force is available many orientions using 
machinery could be perfomed with eoual  proficiency by 

I labour intensive methods.    r,he techniques used in Australia 
have been developed nninly to ennble in  increrse  in the reale 
of operation -ithout p.n inerire  in the  labour force. 

i 
) 

<k 
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III SOIT!  3TTCIFIC  ASPECTS OP THE TSCriMOIOCY VJLTLGYED 

Pre-Harvest Burning of Cane 

This practice is Tsrobobly the  simplest of any technical 

change tlv.t ccn he adopted in a sug-ir industry.     The practice 

substantially incrernes  ov.tput of cane cutters  n.nd of har- 

vesting m-»chinen hut  it  hr.s p. number of ramifie-tions -vhich 

were not ^p^roci" tec1  vhen burning became  n  ct-ndard nrnctioe 
in the Australian industry. 

The nr^ctice of ire -harvest burning of rnc was  intro- 

duced i ito tho  indue try to reduce  the ri3\- of  the disease 

leptospiroois contracted by cutters from the rodent population 

in unhurnt  cne.    The  introduction of burning removed the 

diner.se rie!: ~nd airo  increased  cutter output by at lcoot 

5: percent.    Working for G  to 7 hours catturo c-a norually 

cat hetvoon 12  and n tonnes of burnt  cane-,  depending of 

courae  on cro-o condìtione,     ^urain•   -Iff  increases the cutting 

rate possible with   v chines,  it improver-  the clennlineos of 

the  cane  supply,   reduces  the power reouirement  of the harvesting 

machine and reducers the  risk of accident where  ground-men are 

working in nssociation with harvesting machinery.    The practice 

also reduces the population of fungi that  effect cane and may 
deprese ylelr.a. 

The najor drawback to burning was found to be that the 

quality of cane was reduced, enne began to deteriorate from 

the time of burning and subsequent to harvesting the rate of 

deterioration was significantly higher than the loss of sugar 

which occurred when cane was cut green.    To alleviate these 

losses it hfcs been necessary to limit the time between burning 

and crushing, and penalties are imposed if cane  is delivered 

more than two days after burning.    The practice of burning 

inoreased the requirement for oloser supervision of harvest- 

ing operations by mill staff. 
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A further Problem has arisen oince the  introduction of 
large scale mechanical harvesting.    These machinen pre unable 
to operate under wet  conditions and whore rrin han followed 
burning substantial  losses of cane have occurred.     In the 1973 
season for example  over  ''00,000 tonner of Irurnt  erne ~:r.r. des- 
troyed because it could  not be  harvented before  deterioration 
rendered the  cr:ic v-fit  for Tnilli.nr.    Atte-mtr  to  ovei-core 
this  problem hr.ve  included the  fjtnent of full  or hrlf tr-e'es 
to hr.rvertJnr; nechincry -nd the experimental  o^or^tion of 
çreen cane harvortero.     Tío satisfactory solution h;u .;ot been 
found although promising recuite have been obtained.    The 
major problem is the  need to increare the capitnl-coct  of 
harvesting machinery which c-?-i only bo justified  in those 
circumstances where  harvesting is nor^lly perforad -Ander 
very v/et  conditions. 

The experience  of Australia  vould indicate that  the 
practice  of burning my be difficult to introduce in those 
circumstances where  t-iere are long delays betveoa harvesting 
and milling of cane  or where canefartuers» harvesting is not 
well organized.    7/11 h present harvesting machinery ooerating 
under uncertain clim-tic conditions the practice may result 
in large losses of cane. 

Aspects of TTechanical Harvesting of Cane 

Australian designed cane harvesters have been developed 
to out mechanically cultivated cane.    A major emphasis of the 
design of these machines is to provide for the delivery of 
clean oane to the factory.    No cane cleaning is practised in 
the Australian industry subsequent to the harvesting operation. 
The requirement for clean deliveries has prohibited the use of 
bulldozer type cutters eraplyed in other industries. 

The procesa of development of caneharveetere suitable 
to Australian operating conditions was a long one. Various 
devices were used to inórense the output of «anual outtere 
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including toppinf ïïir chiner; "'.id lo'. din/-/ machiner-.     Initially 
whole rtick harvert ers, both tractor -lountod -nc   independently 
•nov/ered nodclrtv;ere 'virlely uced to  rodinee rrnnu '.1  cuttern. 
Th«eöTip.chineci cutting  erpicity woc>  in the vicinity of _VU/|0 
tonnes ^r hour hut  their rrvv'C  of oner tine con--? it ione v:-r 
li?iited  to  rtrndiiv; n^ri^ht c no.     '.7^e->-e cinc  v^r  hrciiv 
lodged their ^erf^mrnce ""T  ^oor.     '"hole ~t:i c1-  VTVeoterr 
do  hove  r   timber of • ^v- ni •"¿•oc.     It  ic pocrj1.-;1 o   t'">  n::c the 
c."re enne  hculcvc rc^v  T  vit h ,:'ri:ur'!?;' hrnvertcd   cno,  .i.nC 
where  ~r"h. lordine ic  -«rr.cticed,   the dirt contont  of the 
c-.-ize .'îv.pp'fy ic rndviced below thateuco^iLcrcc'   ..-.hero  front-end 
loaderc --.re used to otocl: cine"! loud rmnuLlly eat   c- no. 
Probably their ~rc;:to~t  .•-•.dvont'\£;c   ic  th" t they  c-.n    oner" te 
re^nrately to   fie en. ic   tr" nc^ort  ry-bc::;.    The  r:: jor ^ravb:c!c 
with the   nochinc:-; uzee*   in Austri-lie  v,T.r. tiv t cui.tinj ait 
loud ine   .ore tve re ;• r-te   nrocoüac::,   c.-plt°l requirements 

•.ere higher ' nd  tho  erto  "u^^ly doubled hn.idled.     Secondly, 
other thr.n cutting the ton fron the c.-.ne, no n-d^itionr,"!. erne 
clo"-.iin¿; "ochnnicr.ir: ~--nc incorporated in the (Posici of the? e 
nr.chines. 

Chopped e-ne h-rventinj; Irr-f become the  Vbnon-t universal 
practice  in the Australian inòuctry.     'Vhile chopped  cone 
harvesting    doer; olimi net e  the need  for loading mrvehinee it 
does increase the capital cost of cane transport  equipment. 
The mesh containers used do however reduce the   incidence of 
loss of cane in transport.    Problems of loose  chains and 
dropped loads are overcome and the width of the  cane load 
is more easily controlled.    Short,  drought effected blocks of 
cane, can be harvested and transported where this method is 
practiced.    The major reason for the adoption of chopped cane 
harvesting in the Australian industry has been the ability 
of thee e machines to perform under a wide range of cane 
conditions. 

Both tractor mounted and independently driven machines 

~aj*-—• 
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o.re now ucod within the  Australian industry.    Although the 
side mounted  tractor drawn machines probably have greater 
stability on hillsides,the recent trend is towards the 
larger independently powered machineb '.vhich pive the ability 
to cut into a block of cane.    The machines currently used 
have an output while  operating of about 60 tonnes per 
hour in erect  straight cane under dry field conditions.    The 
output of the machines is particularly affected by ground 
conditions of operation,   and by the transport system used. 
Although the  throughput of 60 tonnes per hour is easily 
achieved by most of the machines currently marketed their 
daily capacity under most operating conditions is limited to 
between 300 and 400 tonnes. 

This limitation is mainly due to the practical difficulty 
of maintaining a constant supply of receptacles for the 
delivery of chopped billets from the harvesting machine. Even 
xnder ideal transport conditions same 30$* of harvesting time 
is lost waiting for the return of infield transport equip- 
ment.    The loss of time increases as the distance of cane 
haulage increases. If cane haulage is more than two or three 
kilometers,  transloading of cane from Infield haul out equip- 
ment is normally necessary. 

A wide range of bin sipes are currently in use in 
Australian mill areas, the smallest have a capacity of about 
3.5 tonnes of chopped cane, the largest have a oapacity of 
over 20 tonnes.    The limit to bin size for in-field    operations 
appears to be about 12 tonnes.    Where larger equipment is used, 
specialized smaller tipping bins of about 4 tonnes capacity 
are used to oart oane from the harvester to the roadside 
where billets are tipped to the larger bins.    This sjstem can 
provide the benefit of using large scale road transport equip- 
ment while eliminating the damage to ratoone and to this 
equipment which ooours when it is operated in the canefitld. 

J^JB 
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Mechanical reliability of harvesting machines has 

increased markedly in recent years, partly the result of 

better design and partly the result of the replacement of 

chain and other mechanical drives by hydraulic motors. 

Lost time under normal operating conditions due to 

mechanical failures is about 10$ of total operating time. 

The machines currently marketed would appear to have a 

commercial operating throughput of about 160,000 to 200,000 

tonnes of cane over their working life. Under normal Queens- 

land conditions in a 25 week operating season 3 men working 

with a harvester and 2 haulout tractors can cut, load and 

cart (up to say 3 kilometers) about 25,000 tonnes of cane 

by working about 6 hours a day. 

Currently most machines are operated under daylight 

conditions only, although some harvesting with field lighting 

is praoticed. The experience of night harvesting has been 

that some difficulty is encountered in maintaining the clean- 

liness of the delivery and in turning machines. Although 

there is the problem of disturbance to others due to noise 

there would appear to be some cost advantages in the practice 

of three shift harvesting. The advantages to cane quality 

by further reducing the cut to o rush time from the present 

norm of 12 to 14 hours may lead to further development of 
this praotioe in the future.^) 

A number of major problems have been encountered with 

the Introduction of ohopper cane harvesters. Firstly al- 

though experimental work is continuing, it would appear 

that possibly as muoh as 10* of cane is lost through using 
this method of harvesting. 

The extant of losses of yield dus to harvesting is 
determined by 

• operating conditions 

• the standard of —ohi nt maintenance 

. Operator skill 
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Can« Is being lost due to incorrect topping which is difficult 

to control in uneven crops of cane and through actual 

dropping of sticks or billets of cane from the feeding 

mechanisms on the harvester. These losses cane be partly 

overcome by using ground-men to work with machines topping 

some cane and returning the sticks of cane missed to the 

bin. It is more difficult to overcome the losses of cane 

and of cane juice which occurs in the machines. Regular 

sharpening of chopper blades will reduce the expression of 

juice which occurs when the cane is cut into billets and 

some reduction of losses of cane can be achieved by reducing 

the power to cane cleaning devices that tend to shatter some 

billets. This latter action will reduce the effectiveness 

of the machine in cleaning cane. 

The major difficulty with the introduction of chopped 

cane harvesting has been those problems associated with the 

deterioration of cane. Increased deterioration occurring 

because of the increase in the number of points of possible 

entry for baoteria into the cane stalk. Deterioration results 

in the reduction of the recoverable sugar in the cane and 

o aus e s difficulty in the boiling process of the factory. The 

quality of the sugar produced is aleo reduced where large 

quantities of deteriorated cane enter the factory process. 

The deterioration rate of chopped cane is primarily 

determined by the prevailing weather conditions, hot humid 

conditions favouring faster oane deterioration.'^Deteriora- 

tion in chopped up can« oan be reduced by increasing the length 

of the billet of cane out. However, most effective use of 

transport equipment is made with shorter billet lengths as 

the bulk density of the load oan be inoreased. To reduce 

the deterioration adjustment of maohines to out billets of 

from 350 mm to 400 mm in length has been necessary. Load 

weights have been reduoed by these longer billets. In 

addition it has been neoessary to reduce the stook of oane on 

which the factory operates. Stook piling the equivalent 

to mere than ons days supply has not been practiced in 

Australia dus to sugar losses which oocur even in 

wholeotiok sans, and due to inoreased ospitai sad oper- 
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ating costs where the cane sui^ly is double handled.    The 
introduction of chopped cane suppliée has necessitated 
further reductions in the normal factory operating stock. 
Close attention to the scheduling of cane transport is ' 
necessary particularly where, as is the case in some 
districts, haulage distances exoeed 30 miles. 

large scale mechanical harvesting has reduced pro- 
duction costs in the Australian environment where costs 
of manually cutting cane are in excess of £1.50 (STO) 
per tonne.    The process of mechanical harvesting has also 
reduced the problem of the seasonality of the labour 
requirement of the industry.    As has been shown the intro- 
duction of mechanical harvesting poses a number of problems 
which have not yet been satisfactorily resolved. 
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